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 326 SOCIAL FORCES

 It will be noted that, in general, the groups

 with "practically no deviation" are those that
 rank relatively high on the autonomy scale and

 the groups with "some deviation" are those that

 rank relatively low on the autonomy scale. By the

 H-test of significance of differences,7 the indicated

 differences are found to be significant at the .05
 level of significance, and at that level the null

 hypothesis of a common universe can be rejected.

 The rejection of the null hypothesis permits the

 adoption of a major corollary to the original

 hypothesis: The eJfectiveness of a group's control

 over the members of the group increases monotonically

 with increase in the autonomy of the group. Since

 the corollary has been both deduced from and sub-
 stantiated independently of the manipulatory-
 potential conclusions outlined above, it offers sup-

 port for the validity of those conclusions. At the

 same time, it must be remembered that the data

 utilized are crude, and further substantiation in

 additional studies is imperative.

 SUMMARY

 The patterns of interpersonal control in 15
 primitive communities have been analyzed in terms

 of a ranking of groups according to autonomy. On

 the basis of an inspection of the differences between

 the communities, a common variable-an altera-

 tion in the manipulatory-potential of the repre-

 sentatives of the group-has been observed to be

 related to the extent of group autonomy. A Manip-

 ulatory-Potential Scale has been developed and

 used to rank the groups according to that variable.

 The ranking of groups on this scale has shown a

 high (.78) rank-correlation coefficient when com-

 pared with the original rankings of groups accord-

 ing to autonomy.

 On the basis of the high correlation between

 autonomy and manipulatory-potential, a predic-

 tion has been made that the effectiveness of group
 organization also varies with autonomy. This

 conclusion has been tested and the data substan-

 tiate the prediction.

 7 W. H. Kruskal and W. A. Wallis, "Use of Ranks
 in One-Criterion Variance Analysis," Journal of the

 American Statistical Association, 47 (1952), pp. 583-
 621.

 SOCIAL CONTROL IN THE NEWSROOM: A
 FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS

 WARREN BREED

 Newcomb College, Tulane University

 T OP leaders in formal organizations are
 makers of policy, but they must also

 secure and maintain conformity to that

 policy at lower levels. The situation of the news-

 paper publisher is a case in point. As owner or

 representative of ownership, he has the nominal

 right to set the paper's policy and see that staff

 activities are coordinated so that the policy is en-

 forced. In actuality the problem of control is less

 simple, as the literature of "human relations" and
 informal group studies and of the professions'

 suggests.

 Ideally, there would be no problem of either

 "control" or "policy" on the newspaper in a full

 democracy. The only controls would be the nature

 of the event and the reporter's effective ability to

 describe it. In practice, we find the publisher does

 set news policy, and this policy is usually followed

 by members of his staff. Conformity is not auto-

 matic, however, for three reasons: (1) the existence

 of ethical journalistic norms; (2) the fact that staff

 subordinates (reporters, etc.) tend to have more
 "liberal" attitudes (and therefore perceptions) than

 the publisher and could invoke the norms to justify
 anti-policy writing; and (3) the ethical taboo pre-

 venting the publisher from commanding subor-

 dinates to follow policy. How policy comes to be

 maintained, and where it is bypassed, is the sub-

 ject of this paper.

 Several definitions are required at this point.

 As to personnel, "newsmen" can be divided into

 1 See, for instance, F. J. Roethlisberger and Wil-

 liam J. Dickson, Management and the Worker (Cam-
 bridge: Harvard University Press, 1947); and Logan

 Wilson, The Academic Man (New York: Oxford Uni-

 versity Press, 1942).
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 SOCIAL CONTROL IN NEWSROOM 327

 two main categories. "Executives" include the

 publisher and his editors. "Staffers" are reporters,
 rewrite men, copy readers, etc. In between there

 may be occasional city editors or wire editors who

 occupy an interstitial status. "Policy" may be

 defined as the more or less consistent orientation

 shown by a paper, not only in its editorial but in

 its news columns and headlines as well, concerning

 selected issues and events. "Slanting" almost
 never means prevarication. Rather, it involves

 omission, differential selection and preferential

 placement, such as "featuring" a pro-policy item,

 "burying" an anti-policy story in an inside page,
 etc. "Professional norms" are of two types: tech-

 nical norms deal with the operations of efficient

 news gathering, writing, and editing; ethical norms

 embrace the newsman's obligation to his readers

 and to his craft and include such ideals as respon-

 sibility, impartiality, accuracy, fair play, and
 objectivity.2

 Every newspaper has a policy, admitted or not.3

 One paper's policy may be pro-Republican, cool to

 labor, antagonistic to the school board, etc. The
 principal areas of policy are politics, business, and

 labor; much of it stems from considerations of

 class. Policy is manifested in "slanting." Just what
 determines any publisher's policy is a large ques-

 tion and will not be discussed here. Certainly,
 however, the publisher has much say (often in veto
 form) in both long-term and immediate policy
 decisions (which party to support, whether to

 feature or bury a story of imminent labor trouble,

 how much free space to give "news" of advertisers'

 doings, etc.). Finally, policy is covert, due to the

 existence of ethical norms of journalism; policy
 often contravenes these norms. No executive is

 willing to risk embarrassment by being accused of
 open commands to slant a news story.

 While policy is set by the executives, it is clear
 that they cannot personally gather and write the
 news by themselves. They must delegate these

 tasks to staffers, and at this point the attitudes or
 interests of staffers may-and often do-conflict
 with those of the executives.4 Of 72 staffers inter-
 viewed, 42 showed that they held more liberal
 views than those contained in their publisher's
 policy; 27 held similar views, and only 3 were more
 conservative. Similarly, only 17 of 61 staffers said
 they were Republicans.5 The discrepancy is more
 acute when age (and therefore years of newspaper
 experience) is held constant. Of the 46 staffers
 under 35 years of age, 34 showed more liberal
 orientations; older men had apparently "mel-
 lowed." It should be noted that data as to intensity
 of attitudes are lacking. Some staffers may dis-
 agree with policy so mildly that they conform and
 feel no strain. The present essay is pertinent only
 insofar as dissident newsmen are forced to make
 decisions from time to time about their relation-
 ship to policy.6

 We will now examine more closely the workings
 of the newspaper staff. The central question will be:
 How is policy maintained, despite the fact that it
 often contravenes journalistic norms, that staffers

 2 The best-known formal code is The Canons of

 journalism, of the American Society of Newspaper
 Editors. See Wilbur Schramm (ed.), Mass Communi-

 cations (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1949),
 pp. 236-38.

 3It is extremely difficult to measure the extent of

 objectivity or bias. One recent attempt is reported in

 Nathan B. Blumberg, One-Party Press? (Lincoln:
 University of Nebraska Press, 1954), which gives a

 news count for 35 papers' performance in the 1952

 election campaign. He concluded that 18 of the papers

 showed "no evidence of partiality," 11 showed "no

 conclusive evidence of partiality," and 6 showed par-
 tiality. His interpretations, however, are open to

 argument. A different interpretation could conclude

 that while about 16 showed little or no partiality, the

 rest did. It should be noted, too, that there are dif-

 ferent areas of policy depending on local conditions.

 The chief difference occurs in the deep South, where

 frequently there is no "Republican" problem and no

 "union" problem over which the staff can be divided.

 Color becomes the focus of policy.

 4This condition, pointed out in a lecture by Paul
 F. Lazarsfeld, formed the starting point for the present

 study.

 I Similar findings were made about Washington

 correspondents in Leo C. Rosten, The Washington

 Correspondents (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1937).
 Less ideological conflict was found in two other studies:

 Francis V. Prugger, "Social Composition and Training

 of the Milwaukee Journal News Staff," Journalism
 Quarterly, 18 (Sept. 1941), pp. 231-44, and Charles E.

 Swanson, The Mid-City Daily (Ph.D. dissertation,
 State University of Iowa, 1948). Possible reasons for
 the gap is that both papers studied were perhaps

 above average in objectivity; executives were included
 with staffers in computations; and some staffers were
 doubtless included who did not handle policy news.

 6 It is not being argued that "liberalism" and ob-

 jectivity are synonymous. A liberal paper (e.g., PM1)
 can be biased too, but it is clear that few liberal papers
 exist among the many conservative ones. It should

 also be stressed that much news is not concerned

 with policy and is therefore probably unbiased.
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 328 SOCIAL FORCES

 often personally disagree with it, and that execu-

 tives cannot legitimately command that it be fol-
 lowed? The frame of reference will be that of

 functional analysis, as embodied in Merton's

 paradigm.7

 The present data come from the writer's news-

 paper experience and from intensive interviews

 with some 120 newsmen, mostly in the northeastern

 quarter of the country. The sample was not random

 and no daim is made for representativeness, but
 on the other hand no paper was selected or omitted

 purposely and in no case did a newsman refuse the

 request that he be interviewed. The newspapers
 were chosen to fit a "middle-sized" group, defined
 as those with 10,000 to 100,000 daily circulation.
 Interviews averaged well over an hour in duration.8

 There is an "action" element inherent in the

 present subject-the practical democratic need for

 "a free and responsible press" to inform citizens

 about current issues. Much of the criticism of the

 press stems from the slanting induced by the bias
 of the publisher's policy.9 This criticism is often
 directed at flagrant cases such as the Hearst press,

 the Chicago Tribune and New York tabloids, but
 also applies, in lesser degree, to the more conven-
 tional press. The description of mechanisms of
 policy maintenance may suggest why this criticism
 is often fruitless, at least in the short-run sense.

 HOW THE STAFFER LEARNS POLICY

 The first mechanism promoting conformity is
 the "socialization" of the staffer with regard to the
 norms of his job. When the new reporter starts
 work he is not told what policy is. Nor is he ever

 told. This may appear strange, but interview after
 interview confirmed the condition. The standard

 remark was "Never, in my - years on this

 paper, have I ever been told how to slant a story."

 No paper in the survey had a "training" program

 for its new men; some issue a "style" book, but

 this deals with literary style, not policy. Further,

 newsmen are busy and have little time for recruit

 training. Yet all but the newest staffers know what

 policy is.10 On being asked, they say they learn it

 "by osmosis." Sociologically, this means they be-

 come socialized and "learn the ropes" like a neo-

 phyte in any subculture. Basically, the learning of

 policy is a process by which the recruit discovers

 and internalizes the rights and obligations of his

 status and its norms and values. He learns to

 anticipate what is expected of him so as to win

 rewards and avoid punishments. Policy is an im-

 portant element of the newsroom norms, and he
 learns it in much the following way.

 The staffer reads his own paper every day; some

 papers require this. It is simple to diagnose the

 paper's characteristics. Unless the staffer is naive

 or unusually independent, he tends to fashion his

 own stories after others he sees in the paper. This

 is particularly true of the newcomer. The news

 columns and editorials are a guide to the local
 norms. Thus a southern reporter notes that Re-

 publicans are treated in a "different" way in his
 paper's news columns than Democrats. The news
 about whites and Negroes is also of a distinct sort.

 Should he then write about one of these groups,
 his story will tend to reflect what he has come to

 define as standard procedure.

 Certain editorial actions taken by editors and
 older staffers also serve as controlling guides. "If
 things are blue-pencilled consistently," one re-
 porter said, "you learn he [the editor] has a prej-
 udice in that regard."" Similarly an executive may
 occasionally reprimand a staffer for policy viola-
 tion. From our evidence, the reprimand is fre-
 quently oblique, due to the covert nature of policy,
 but learning occurs nevertheless. One staffer

 7 Robert K. Merton, Social Theory and Social Struc-

 ture (Glencoe: Free Press, 1949), esp. pp. 49-61.
 Merton's elements will not be explicitly referred to
 but his principal requirements are discussed at various
 points.

 8 The data are taken from Warren Breed, The

 Newspaperman, News and Society (Ph.D. disserta-
 tion, Columbia University, 1952). Indebtedness is ex-
 pressed to William L. Kolb and Robert C. Stone, who
 read the present manuscript and provided valuable
 criticisms and suggestions.

 9For a summary description of this criticism, see
 Commission on the Freedom of the Press, A Free and
 Responsible Press (Chicago: University of Chicago
 Press, 1947), chap. 4.

 10 While the concept of policy is crucial to this analy-
 sis, it is not to be assumed that newsmen discuss it
 fully. Some do not even use the word in discussing
 how their paper is run. To this extent, policy is a latent
 phenomenon; either the staffer has no reason to con-
 template policy or he chooses to avoid so doing. It
 may be that one strength of policy is that it has be-
 come no more manifest to the staffers who follow it.

 11 Note that such executives' actions as blue-pen-
 cilling play not only the manifest function of preparing
 the story for publication but also the latent one of
 steering the future action of the staffer.
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 learned much through a series of incidents:

 I heard [a union] was going out on strike, so I kept
 on it; then the boss said something about it, and well-
 I took the hint and we had less coverage of the strike
 forming. It was easier that way. We lost the story, but
 what can you do?

 We used a yarn on a firm that wag coming to town,
 and I got dragged out of bed for that. The boss is in-
 terested in this industrial stuff-we have to clear it all
 through him. He's an official in the Chamber. So...
 after a few times, it's irritating, so I get fed up. I try
 to figure out what will work best. I learn to try and
 guess what the boss will want.

 In fairness it should be noted that this particular
 publisher was one of the most dictatorial encoun-
 tered in the study. The pattern of control through
 reprimand, however, was found consistently.
 Another staffer wrote, on his own initiative, a series
 about discrimination against Jews at hotel resorts.

 It was the old "Gentlemen's Agreement" stuff, docu-
 mented locally. The boss called me in ... didn't
 like the stuff ... the series never appeared. You start
 to get the idea....

 Note that the boss does not "command"; the
 direction is more subtle. Also, it seems that most
 policy indications from executives are negative.
 They veto by a nod of the head, as if to say,
 "Please don't rock the boat." Exceptions occur in
 the "campaign" story, which will be discussed
 later. It is also to be noted that punishment is
 implied if policy is not followed.

 Staffers also obtain guidance from their knowl-
 edge of the characteristics, interests, and affilia-
 tions of their executives. This knowledge can be
 gained in several ways. One is gossip. A reporter
 said:

 Do we gossip about the editors? Several of us used
 to meet-somewhere off the beaten path-over a beer
 and talk for an hour. We'd rake 'em over the coals.

 Another point of contact with executives is the
 news conference (which on middle-sized papers is
 seldom called a news conference), wherein the
 staffer outlines his findings and executives discuss
 how to shape the story. The typical conference
 consists of two persons, the reporter and the city
 editor, and can amount to no more than a few
 words. (Reporter: "One hurt in auto accident up-
 town." City editor: "Okay, keep it short.") If
 policy is at stake, the conference may involve sev-

 eral executives and require hours of consideration.
 From such meetings, the staffer can gain insight
 through what is said and what is not said by execu-
 tives. It is important to say here that policy is not
 stated explicitly in the news conference nor else-
 where, with few exceptions. The news conference
 actually deals mostly with journalistic matters,
 such as reliability of information, newsworthiness,
 possible "angles," and other news tactics.

 Three other channels for learning about execu-
 tives are house organs (printed for the staff by
 syndicates and larger papers), observing the execu-
 tive as he meets various leaders and hearing him
 voice an opinion. One staffer could not help but
 gain an enduring impression of his publisher's
 attitudes in this incident:

 I can remember [him] saying on election night [1948],
 when it looked like we had a Democratic majority in
 both houses, "My God, this means we'll have a labor
 government." (Q: How did he say it?) He had a real
 note of alarm in his voice; you couldn't miss the point
 that he'd prefer the Republicans.

 It will be noted that in speaking of "how" the
 staffer learns policy, there are indications also as
 to "why" he follows it.

 REASONS FOR CONFORMING TO POLICY

 There is no one factor which creates conformity-
 mindedness, unless we resort to a summary term
 such as "institutionalized statuses" or "structural
 roles." Particular factors must be sought in par-
 ticular cases. The staffer must be seen in terms of
 his status and aspirations, the structure of the
 newsroom organization and of the larger society.
 He also must be viewed with reference to the opera-
 tions he performs through his workday, and their
 consequences for him. The following six reasons
 appear to stay the potentially intransigent staffer
 from acts of deviance-often, if not always.'2

 '2Two cautions are in order here. First, it will be
 recalled that we are discussing not all news, but only
 policy news. Secondly, we are discussing only staffers
 who are potential non-conformers. Some agree with
 policy; some have no views on policy matters; others
 do not write policy stories. Furthermore, there are
 strong forces in American society which cause many
 individuals to choose harmonious adjustment (con-
 formity) in any situation, regardless of the imperatives.
 See Erich Fromm, Escape From Freedom (New York:
 Farrar and Rinehart, 1941), and David Riesman,
 The Lonely Crowd (New Haven: Yale, 1950).
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 330 SOCIAL FORCES

 1. INSTITUTIONAL AUTHORITY AND SANCTIONS.

 The publisher ordinarily owns the paper and from

 a purely business standpoint has the right to ex-

 pect obedience of his employees. He has the power

 to fire or demote for transgressions. This power,
 however, is diminished markedly in actuality by

 three facts. First, the newspaper is not conceived

 as a purely business enterprise, due to the protec-

 tion of the First Amendment and a tradition of
 professional public service. Secondly, firing is a

 rare phenomenon on newspapers. For example,

 one editor said he had fired two men in 12 years;

 another could recall four firings in his 15 years on

 that paper. Thirdly, there are severance pay

 clauses in contracts with the American Newspaper

 Guild (CIO). The only effective causes for firing

 are excessive drunkenness, sexual dalliance, etc.

 Most newspaper unemployment apparently comes

 from occasional economy drives on large papers

 and from total suspensions of publication. Like-

 wise, only one case of demotion was found in the

 survey. It is true, however, that staffers still fear

 punishment; the myth has the errant star reporter

 taken off murders and put on obituaries-"the

 Chinese torture chamber" of the newsroom. Fear

 of sanctions, rather than their invocation, is a

 reason for conformity, but not as potent a one as

 would seem at first glance.
 Editors, for their part, can simply ignore stories

 which might create deviant actions, and when this
 is impossible, can assign the story to a "safe"

 staffer. In the infrequent case that an anti-policy

 story reaches the city desk, the story is changed;
 extraneous reasons, such as the pressure of time

 and space, are given for the change.'3 Finally, the
 editor may contribute to the durability of policy

 by insulating the publisher from policy discussions.
 He may reason that the publisher would be em-

 barrassed to hear of conflict over policy and the
 resulting bias, and spare him the resulting uneasi-

 ness; thus the policy remains not only covert but

 undiscussed and therefore unchanged.'4
 2. FEELINGS OF OBLIGATION AND ESTEEM FOR

 SUPERIORS. The staffer may feel obliged to the
 paper for having hired him. Respect, admiration

 and gratitude may be felt for certain editors who

 have perhaps schooled him, "stood up for him,"

 or supplied favors of a more paternalistic sort.

 Older staffers who have served as models for new-

 comers or who have otherwise given aid and com-

 fort are due return courtesies. Such obligations

 and warm personal sentiments toward superiors
 play a strategic role in the pull to conformity.

 3. MOBILITY ASPIRATIONS. In response to a

 question about ambition, all the younger staffers

 showed wishes for status achievement. There was

 agreement that bucking policy constituted a serious

 bar to this goal. In practice, several respondents
 noted that a good tactic toward advancement was

 to get "big" stories on Page One; this automa-

 tically means no tampering with policy. Further,

 some staffers see newspapering as a "stepping

 stone" job to more lucrative work: public relations,

 advertising, free-lancing, etc. The reputation for

 troublemaking would inhibit such climbing.
 A word is in order here about chances for upward

 mobility. Of 51 newsmen aged 35 or more, 32 were

 executives. Of 50 younger men, 6 had reached

 executive posts and others were on their way up

 with such jobs as wire editors, political reporters,
 etc. All but five of these young men were college

 graduates, as against just half of their elders. Thus

 there is no evidence of a "break in the skill hier-

 archy" among newsmen.

 4. ABSENCE OF CONFLICTING GROUP ALLEGIANCE.

 The largest formal organization of staffers is the

 American Newspaper Guild. The Guild, much as

 it might wish to, has not interfered with internal

 matters such as policy. It has stressed business

 unionism and political interests external to the
 newsroom. As for informal groups, there is no

 evidence available that a group of staffers has
 ever "ganged up" on policy.

 5. THE PLEASANT NATURE OF THE ACTIVITY.

 a. In-groupness in the newsroom. The staffer has a
 low formal status vis-a-vis executives, but he is

 not treated as a "worker." Rather, he is a co-

 worker with executives; the entire staff cooperates
 congenially on a job they all like and respect:
 getting the news. The newsroom is a friendly,

 13 Excellent illustration of this tactic is given in the

 novel by an experienced newspaperwoman: Margaret

 Long, Affair of the Heart (New York: Random House,
 1953), chap. 10. This chapter describes the framing of a

 Negro for murder in a middle-sized southern city, and
 the attempt of a reporter to tell the story objectively.

 14 The insulation of one individual or group from

 another is a good example of social (as distinguished

 from psychological) mechanisms to reduce the likeli-

 hood of conflict. Most of the factors inducing con-

 formity could likewise be viewed as social mechanisms.
 See Talcott Parsons and Edward A. Shils, "Values,
 Motives and Systems of Action," in Parsons and Shils
 (eds.), Toward A General Theory of Action (Cambridge:
 Harvard University Press, 1951), pp. 223-30.
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 first-namish place. Staffers discuss stories with

 editors on a give-and-take basis. Top executives

 with their own offices sometimes come out and sit

 in on newsroom discussions.'5

 b. Required operations are interesting. Newsmen
 like their work. Few voiced complaints when given

 the opportunity to gripe during interviews. The

 operations required-witnessing, interviewing,

 briefly mulling the meanings of events, checking

 facts, writing-are not onerous.

 c. Non-financial perquisites. These are numerous:
 the variety of experience, eye-witnessing sig-

 nificant and interesting events, being the first to

 know, getting "the inside dope" denied laymen,

 meeting and sometimes befriending notables and

 celebrities (who are well-advised to treat newsmen

 with deference). Newsmen are close to big decisions
 without having to make them; they touch power

 without being responsible for its use. From talking
 with newsmen and reading their books, one gets
 the impression that they are proud of being news-

 men.16 There are tendencies to exclusiveness

 within news ranks, and intimations that such
 near out-groups as radio newsmen are entertainers,

 not real newsmen. Finally, there is the satisfaction

 of being a member of a live-wire organization

 dealing with important matters. The newspaper
 is an "institution" in the community. People talk

 about it and quote it; its big trucks whiz through

 town; its columns carry the tidings from big and
 faraway places, with pictures.

 Thus, despite his relatively low pay, the staffer
 feels, for all these reasons, an integral part of a
 going concern. His job morale is high. Many

 newsmen could qualify for jobs paying more money

 in advertising and public relations, but they remain

 with the newspaper.

 6. NEWS BECOMES A VALUE. Newsmen define

 their job as producing a certain quantity of what

 is called "news" every 24 hours. This is to be

 produced even though nothing much has happened.

 News is a continuous challenge, and meeting this
 challenge is the newsman's job. He is rewarded for

 fulfilling this, his manifest function. A consequence

 of this focus on news as a central value is the

 shelving of a strong interest in objectivity at the

 point of policy conflict. Instead of mobilizing their

 efforts to establish objectivity over policy as the

 criterion for performance, their energies are chan-
 neled into getting more news. The demands of

 competition (in cities where there are two or more

 papers) and speed enhance this focus. Newsmen
 do talk about ethics, objectivity, and the relative
 worth of various papers, but not when there is

 news to get. News comes first, and there is always

 news to get.'7 They are not rewarded for analyzing
 the social structure, but for getting news. It would
 seem that this instrumental orientation diminishes

 their moral potential. A further consequence of

 this pattern is that the harmony between staffers

 and executives is cemented by their common
 interest in news. Any potential conflict between

 the two groups, such as slowdowns occurring
 among informal work groups in industry, would be

 dissipated to the extent that news is a positive

 value. The newsroom solidarity is thus reinforced.

 The six factors promote policy conformity. To
 state more exactly how policy is maintained would
 be difficult in view of the many variables contained
 in the system. The process may be somewhat better

 understood, however, with the introduction of one

 further concept-the reference group.'8 The staffer,

 15 Further indication that the staffer-executive rela-
 tionship is harmonious came from answers to the ques-
 tion, "Why do you think newspapermen are thought
 to be cynical?" Staffers regularly said that newsmen
 are cynical because they get close enough to stark
 reality to see the ills of their society, and the imper-
 fections of its leaders and officials. Only two, of 40

 staffers, took the occasion to criticize their executives
 and the enforcement of policy. This displacement, or
 lack of strong feelings against executives, can be in-
 terpreted to bolster the hypothesis of staff solidarity.
 (It further suggests that newsmen tend to analyze
 their society in terms of personalities, rather than in-
 stitutions comprising a social and cultural system.)

 16 There is a sizeable myth among newsmen about

 the attractiveness of their calling. For example, the
 story: "Girl: 'My, you newspapermen must have a
 fascinating life. You meet such interesting people.'
 Reporter: 'Yes, and most of them are newspapermen."'
 For a further discussion, see Breed, op. cit., chap. 17.

 17 This is a variant of the process of "displacement

 of goals," newsmen turning to "getting news" rather
 than to seeking data which will enlighten and inform

 their readers. The dysfunction is implied in the nation's

 need not for more news but for better news-quality
 rather than quantity. See Merton, op. cit., "Bureau-

 cratic Structure and Personality," pp. 154-5.
 18 Whether group members acknowledge it or not,

 "if a person's attitudes are influenced by a set of norms

 which he assumes that he shares with other individuals,
 those individuals constitute for him a reference group."

 Theodore M. Newcomb, Social Psychology (New York:
 Dryden, 1950), p. 225. Williams states that reference
 group formation may segment large organizations;

 in the present case, the reverse is true, the loyalty
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 especially the new staffer, identifies himself through

 the existence of these six factors with the executives

 and veteran staffers. Although not yet one of them,
 he shares their norms, and thus his performance

 comes to resemble theirs. He conforms to the

 norms of policy rather than to whatever personal

 beliefs he brought to the job, or to ethical ideals.
 All six of these factors function to encourage

 reference group formation. Where the allegiance

 is directed toward legitimate authority, that

 authority has only to maintain the equilibrium
 within limits by the prudent distribution of rewards

 and punishments. The reference group itself,

 which has as its "magnet" element the elite of

 executives and old staffers, is unable to change

 policy to a marked degree because first, it is the

 group charged with carrying out policy, and

 second, because the policy maker, the publisher,
 is often insulated on the delicate issue of policy.

 In its own way, each of the six factors contributes

 to the formation of reference group behavior.

 There is almost no firing, hence a steady expecta-

 tion of continued employment. Subordinates tend

 to esteem their bosses, so a convenient model

 group is present. Mobility aspirations (when

 held within limits) are an obvious promoter of
 inter-status bonds as is the absence of conflicting

 group loyalties with their potential harvest of

 cross pressures. The newsroom atmosphere is
 charged with the related factors of in-groupness

 and pleasing nature of the work. Finally, the
 agreement among newsmen that their job is to
 fasten upon the news, seeing it as a value in itself,
 forges a bond across status lines.

 As to the six factors, five appear to be relatively

 constant, occurring on all papers studied. The
 varying factor is the second: obligation and esteem
 held by staffers for executive and older staffers.

 On some papers, this obligation-esteem entity was
 found to be larger than on others. Where it was
 large, the paper appeared to have two characteris-

 tics pertinent to this discussion. First, it did a good
 conventional job of news-getting and news-
 publishing, and second, it had little difficulty over
 policy. With staffers drawn toward both the

 membership and the reference groups, organization

 was efficient. Most papers are like this. On the few
 smaller papers where executives and older staffers

 are not respected, morale is spotty; staffers with-

 hold enthusiasm from their stories, they cover their

 beats perfunctorily, they wish for a job on a better

 paper, and they are apathetic and sometimes

 hostile to policy. Thus the obligation-esteem factor

 seems to be the active variable in determining

 not only policy conformity, but morale and good

 news performance as well.

 SITUATIONS PERMITTING DEVIATION

 Thus far it would seem that the staffer enjoyS

 little "freedom of the press." To show that this is

 an oversimplification, and more important, to

 suggest a kind of test for our hypothesis about the

 strength of policy, let us ask: "What happens

 when a staffer does submit an antipolicy story?"

 We know that this happens infrequently, but what

 follows in these cases?

 The process of learning policy crystallizes into a

 process of social control, in which deviations are

 punished (usually gently) by reprimand, cutting

 one's story, the withholding of friendly comment

 by an executive, etc. For example, it is punishment
 for a staffer when the city editor waves a piece of

 his copy at him and says, "Joe, don't do that when

 you're writing about the mayor." In an actual

 case, a staffer acting as wire editor was demoted
 when he neglected to feature a story about a

 "sacred cow" politician on his paper. What can

 be concluded is that when an executive sees a

 clearly anti-policy item, he blue-pencils it, and

 this constitutes a lesson for the staffer. Rarely

 does the staffer persist in violating policy; no
 such case appeared in all the interviews. Indeed,
 the best-known cases of firing for policy reasons-
 Ted 0. Thackrey and Leo Huberman-occurred

 on liberal New York City dailies, and Thackrey

 was an editor, not a staffer.
 Now and then cases arise in which a staffer

 finds his anti-policy stories printed. There seems

 to be no consistent explanation for this, except to
 introduce two more specific subjects dealing first,

 with the staffer's career line, and second, with

 particular empirical conditions associated with

 the career line. We can distinguish three stages
 through which the staffer progresses. First, there
 is the cub stage, the first few months or years in

 which the new man learns techniques and policy.
 He writes short, non-policy stories, such as minor
 accidents, meeting activity, the weather, etc. The
 second, or "wiring-in" stage, sees the staffer con-
 tinuing to assimilate the newsroom values and to
 cement informal relationships. Finally there is the

 of subordinates going to their "friendly" superiors

 and to the discharge of technical norms such as getting

 news. See Robin M. Williams, American Society (New
 York: Knopf, 1951), p. 476.
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 "star" or "veteran" stage, in which the staffer

 typically defines himself as a full, responsible mem-

 ber of the group, sees its goals as his, and can be

 counted on to handle policy sympathetically.'9
 To further specify the conformity-deviation

 problem, it must be understood that newspapering

 is a relatively complex activity. The newsman is

 responsible for a range of skills and judgments

 which are matched only in the professional and

 entrepeneurial fields. Oversimplifications about

 policy rigidity can be avoided if we ask, "Under

 what conditions can the staffer defy or by-pass

 policy?" We have already seen that staffers are

 free to argue news decisions with executives in

 brief "news conferences," but the arguments

 generally revolve around points of "newsiness,"

 rather than policy as such.20 Five factors appear

 significant in the area of the reporter's power to

 by-pass policy.
 1. The norms of policy are not always entirely

 clear, just as many norms are vague and un-

 structured. Policy is covert by nature and has large

 scope. The paper may be Republican, but standing
 only lukewarm for Republican Candidate A who
 may be too "liberal" or no friend of the publisher.
 Policy, if worked out explicitly, would have to
 include motivations, reasons, alternatives, his-

 torical developments, and other complicating

 material. Thus a twilight zone permitting a range

 of deviation appears.21

 2. Executives may be ignorant of particular

 facts, and staffers who do the leg (and telephone)
 work to gather news can use their superior knowl-
 edge to subvert policy. On grounds of both per-
 sonal belief and professional codes, the staffer
 has the option of selection at many points. He can

 decide whom to interview and whom to ignore,

 what questions to ask, which quotations to note,

 and on writing the story which items to feature

 (with an eye toward the headline), which to bury,
 and in general what tone to give the several possible

 elements of the story.

 3. In addition to the "squeeze" tactic exploiting

 executives' ignorance of minute facts, the "plant"

 may be employed. Although a paper's policy may

 proscribe a certain issue from becoming featured,

 a staffer, on getting a good story about that issue

 may "plant" it in another paper or wire service

 through a friendly staffer and submit it to his own

 editor, pleading the story is now too big to ignore.

 4. It is possible to classify news into four types

 on the basis of source of origination. These are:

 the policy or campaign story, the assigned story,

 the beat story, and the story initiated by the staf-

 fer. The staffer's autonomy is larger with the latter

 than the former types. With the campaign story

 (build new hospital, throw rascals out, etc.), the

 staffer is working directly under executives and

 has little leeway. An assigned story is handed out

 by the city editor and thus will rarely hit policy

 head on, although the staffer has some leverage of

 selection. When we come to the beat story, how-

 ever, it is clear that the function of the reporter

 changes. No editor comes between him and his
 beat (police department, city hail, etc.), thus the
 reporter gains the "editor" function. It is he who,

 to a marked degree, can select which stories to

 pursue, which to ignore. Several cases developed
 in interviews of beat men who smothered stories

 they knew would provide fuel for policy-policy
 they personally disliked or thought injurious to

 the professional code. The cooperation of would-be
 competing reporters is essential, of course. The
 fourth type of story is simply one which the staffer
 originates, independent of assignment or beat.

 All respondents, executives and staffers, averred
 that any employee was free to initiate stories. But
 equally regularly, they acknowledged that the

 opportunity was not often assumed. Staffers were

 already overloaded with beats, assignments, and
 routine coverage, and besides, rewards for initiated

 stories were meager or non-existent unless the
 initiated story confirmed policy. Yet this area

 promises much, should staffers pursue their ad-

 vantage. The outstanding case in the present study

 concerned a well-educated, enthusiastic reporter
 on a conventional daily just north of the Mason-

 Dixon line. Entirely on his own, he consistently

 19 Does the new staffer, fresh from the ideals of col-
 lege, really "change his attitudes"? It would seem that
 attitudes about socio-economic affairs need not be
 fixed, but are capable of shifting with the situation.
 There are arguments for and against any opinion; in

 the atmosphere of the newsroom the arguments
 "for" policy decisions are made to sound adequate, es-
 pecially as these are evoked by the significant others
 in the system.

 20 The fullest treatment of editor-reporter confer-
 ences appears in Swanson, op. cit.

 21 Related to the fact that policy is vague is the more
 general postulate that executives seek to avoid formal
 issues and the possibly damaging disputes arising
 therefrom. See Chester I. Barnard, Functions of the

 Executive (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
 1947).
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 initiated stories about Negroes and Negro-white

 relations, "making" policy where only void had

 existed. He worked overtime to document and

 polish the stories; his boss said he didn't agree

 with the idea but insisted on the reporter's right

 to publish them.

 5. Staffers with "star" status can transgress

 policy more easily than cubs. This differential

 privilege of status was encountered on several

 papers. An example would be Walter Winchell

 during the Roosevelt administration, who regularly
 praised the president while the policy of his boss,

 Mr. Hearst, was strongly critical of the regime. A
 New York Times staffer said he doubted that any
 copy reader on the paper would dare change a word

 of the copy of Meyer Berger, the star feature

 writer.
 These five factors indicate that given certain

 conditions, the controls making for policy con-

 formity can be bypassed. These conditions exist

 not only within the newsroom and the news situa-

 tion but within the staffer as well; they will be

 exploited only if the staffer's attitudes permit.

 There are some limitations, then, on the strength

 of the publisher's policy.

 Before summarizing, three additional require-

 ments of Merton's functional paradigm must be

 met. These are statements of the consequences of

 the pattern, of available alternative modes of be-

 havior, and a validation of the analysis.

 CONSEQUENCES OF THE PATTERN

 To the extent that policy is maintained, the

 paper keeps publishing smoothly as seen both from

 the newsroom and from the outside, which is no

 mean feat if we visualize the country with no press

 at all. This is the most general consequence. There
 are several special consequences. For the society

 as a whole, the existing system of power relation-

 ships is maintained. Policy usually protects

 property and class interests, and thus the strata

 and groups holding these interests are better able

 to retain them. For the larger community, much
 news is printed objectively, allowing for opinions

 to form openly, but policy news may be slanted or

 buried so that some important information is

 denied the citizenry. (This is the dysfunction

 widely scored by critics.) For the individual read-

 ers, the same is true. For the executives, their

 favorable statuses are maintained, with perhaps

 occasional touches of guilt over policy. For news-

 men, the consequences are the same as for execu-

 tives. For more independent, critical staffers,

 there can be several modes of adaptation. At the

 extremes, the pure conformist can deny the con-

 flict, the confirmed deviate can quit the newspaper

 business. Otherwise, the adaptations seem to run

 in this way: (1) Keep on the job but blunt the sharp

 corners of policy where possible ("If I wasn't

 here the next guy would let all that crap go

 through. . ."); (2) Attempt to repress the conflict

 amorally and anti-intellectually ("What the hell,

 it's only a job; take your pay and forget it . . .");

 (3) Attempt to compensate, by "taking it out" in

 other contexts: drinking, writing "the truth" for

 liberal publications, working with action pro-

 grams, the Guild and otherwise. All of these ad-

 justments were found in the study. As has been

 suggested, one of the main compensations for all

 staffers is simply to find justification in adhering

 to "good news practice."

 POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES AND CHANGE

 A functional analysis, designed to locate sources

 of persistence of a pattern, can also indicate points

 of strain at which a structural change may occur.

 For example, the popular recipe for eliminating

 bias at one time was to diminish advertisers' power
 over the news. This theory having proved unfruit-

 ful, critics more recently have fastened upon the

 publisher as the point at which change must be

 initiated. Our analysis suggests that this is a valid

 approach, but one requiring that leverage in turn

 be applied on the publisher from various sources.

 Perhaps the most significant of these are profes-

 sional codes. Yet we have seen the weakness of

 these codes when policy decisions are made.
 Further leverage is contained in such sources as

 the professional direction being taken by some
 journalism schools, in the Guild, and in sincere

 criticism.

 Finally, newspaper readers possess potential

 power over press performance. Seen as a client of

 the press, the reader should be entitled to not only
 an interesting newspaper, but one which furnishes
 significant news objectively presented. This is the
 basic problem of democracy: to what extent should
 the individual be treated as a member of a mass,

 and to what extent fashioned (through educative
 measures) as an active participant in public de-

 cisions? Readership studies show that readers
 prefer "interesting" news and "features" over

 penetrating analyses. It can be concluded that
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 the citizen has not been sufficiently motivated by

 society (and its press) to demand and apply the

 information he needs, and to discriminate between

 worthwhile and spurious information, for the ful-
 fillment of the citizen's role. These other forces-

 professional codes, journalism schools, the Guild,

 critics and readers-could result in changing news-

 paper performance. It still remains, however, for

 the publisher to be changed first. He can be lo-

 cated at the apex of a T, the crucial point of decis-

 ion making. Newsroom and professional forces

 form the base of the T, outside forces from com-

 munity and society are the arms. It is for the

 publisher to decide which forces to propitiate.

 SUGGESTIONS FOR VALIDATION

 The Merton paradigm requires a statement

 concerning validation of the analysis. Checks could
 be forthcoming both from social science researchers

 and from newsmen. If the latter, the newsman

 should explicitly state the basis for his discussion,
 especially as regards the types of papers, execu-
 tives, and staffers he knows. A crucial case for
 detailed description would be the situation in
 which staffers actively defied authority on policy

 matters. Another important test would be a com-
 parative description of two papers contrasted by
 their situation as regards the six factors promoting

 conformity, with particular reference to the vari-
 able of obligation and esteem held toward superi-
 ors, and the factors permitting deviation. In any
 event, the present exploratory study may serve
 as a point of departure.

 A second type of validation may be suggested.
 This would focus on the utility of the paradigm
 itself. Previous studies have been based on func-
 tional theory but before the development of the
 paradigm.22 Studies of diverse social systems also
 lend themselves to functional analysis, and such
 comparative research could function not only to
 build systematic theory but to test and suggest
 modifications of the paradigm. Situations charac-
 terized by conflict and competition for scarce goals
 seem particularly well suited to functional analysis.
 Several points made in the present essay might
 have been overlooked without the paradigm.23

 SUMMARY

 The problem, which was suggested by the age-old

 charges of bias against the press, focussed around

 the manner in which the publisher's policy came

 to be followed, despite three empirical conditions:
 (1) policy sometimes contravenes journalistic

 norms; (2) staffers often personally disagree with

 it; and (3) executives cannot legitimately command

 that policy be followed. Interview and other data
 were used to explain policy maintenance. It is

 important to recall that the discussion is based

 primarily on study of papers of "middle" circula-

 tion range, and does not consider either non-policy

 stories or the original policy decision made by the

 publishers.

 The mechanisms for learning policy on the part
 of the new staffer were given, together with sug-

 gestions as to the nature of social controls. Six

 factors, apparently the major variables producing

 policy maintenance, were described. The most

 significant of these variables, obligation and esteem

 for superiors, was deemed not only the most im-

 portant, but the most fluctuating variable from

 paper to paper. Its existence and its importance
 for conformity led to the sub-hypothesis that

 reference group behavior was playing a part in the

 pattern. To show, however, that policy is not iron-
 clad, five conditions were suggested in which staf-

 fers may by-pass policy.

 Thus we conclude that the publisher's policy,
 when established in a given subject area, is usually
 followed, and that a description of the dynamic

 socio-cultural situation of the newsroom will sug-
 gest explanations for this conformity. The news-
 man's source of rewards is located not among the
 readers, who are manifestly his clients, but among
 his colleagues and superiors. Instead of adhering
 to societal and professional ideals, he re-defines
 his values to the more pragmatic level of the news-
 room group. He thereby gains not only status
 rewards, but also acceptance in a solidary group
 engaged in interesting, varied, and sometimes im-
 portant work. Thus the cultural patterns of the
 newsroom produce results insufficient for wider

 democratic needs. Any important change toward
 a more "free and responsible press" must stem
 from various possible pressures on the publisher,
 who epitomizes the policy making and coordinating
 role.

 22 References are cited in Merton, Social Tleory
 and Social Structutre, op. cit., and also in the works of
 Talcott Parsons.

 23 That the paradigm might serve best as a check-list
 or "insurance," or as a theoretical guide to fledgling
 scholars, is shown by the excellence of an article
 published before the paradigm-and quite similar to
 the present article in dealing with problems of policy

 maintenance in a formal organization: Edward A.

 Shils and Morris Janowitz, "Cohesion and Disintegra-
 tion in the Wehrmacht in World War II," Public Opin-
 ion Quarterly, 12 (Summer 1948), pp. 280-315.
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